Inflation, longer seasons sales weight on shopping habits this Black Friday

Gerick Shaha enrolled the CF Trenton Eaton Centre on Friday morning shopping three shopping bags brimming with presents he hoped would delight his family members this holiday season.

“There’s no point in buying the idea. They’re not good as a present but I got what I came here for,” Alves said.

Despite the lack of major price cuts some wanted to see, the annual rush of deals, court sales and shoppers trying to clear their holiday season will be especially welcomed by Canadians who are feeling stressed about money this year.

Inflation remains above the Bank of Canada’s two per cent target, keeping prices high for household goods and big-ticket purchases.

There are some other shops for closer-to-need,” Oliver Chen, an Eaton Centre shopper, had gifts and browse clothing before he and his friends would head to two other malls.

Later in the day, Diwakar Malhotra, another Eaton Centre shopper, had impressions of how good the deals were.

“We’re only here to ask for the discounts which we are seeking in some other way of time as well — but there are some other shops for which we don’t get the sales at all,” he said.

That same day, Debarros said.

She started her Christmas shopping in August but wanted to supplement her purchases as a trip to Red Canadian Superstore, where the chain is doing cut-out lobby program points in exchange for $100 in purchases in some of its departments.

I feel like the last couple of the last two weeks, despite the lack of major price cuts some wanted to see, the annual rush of deals, court sales and shoppers trying to clear their holiday season will be especially welcomed by Canadians who are feeling stressed about money this year.

The confluence of factors is encouraging more Canadians to seek deals and even pare back their holiday spending.\r\n\r\nDespite the lack of major price cuts some wanted to see, the annual rush of deals, court sales and shoppers trying to clear their holiday season will be especially welcomed by Canadians who are feeling stressed about money this year.
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